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Overview: Technology is changing at a rapid pace 
making learning new skills and keeping up with 
digital natives a formidable task. This presentation 
showcases the most effective tools and strategies 
used by 21st century educators/professionals.
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7. Worried about losing all your work? Use the Google 
Suite (free cloud storage you can access anytime, 
anywhere!)

8. Want fun videos to engage your participants? Explore 
the YouTube Library!!!  

9. Want your presentations to come alive with cartoons and 
animations? Use Animations and Avatars!

10. Tired of paper surveys to evaluate meetings? Use free 
electronic surveys (Kahoot and Google Forms!) 

11. Confused about which version of a document is the latest 
one? Use Google Docs!! 

18. Have a limited travel budget and need to meet with 
colleagues around the world? Use Video Conferencing

19. Too many missed calls? Use Google Voice

20. Overwhelmed? Stick to simple tech tools

1. Need to share a large file? → Use Dropbox/Google Drive

2. No money for Professional Development? → Start 
Tweeting and Pinning! 

3. Want to learn from your colleagues? → Create an Online 
Professional Learning Community

4. Need to organize all your favorite websites? → Use 
Pinterest

5. Too many articles to read and too little time? → Pin them 
for later! 

6. Too much information to present and not enough time? 
Create short instructional videos!
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12. Need to reach people where they are?

13. Want to visualize a concept in 3D? → Use Augmented 
Reality

14. Want to engage the digital generation? → Integrate mobile 
apps!

15. Problems scheduling appointments? –> Use Google 
Forms!

16. Want to maximize the session time for deeper participant 
engagement? --> Flip your Class/Meeting!!

17. Need to create a presentation with a colleague who lives in 
a different area? Use Google Slides. 

19. Too many missed calls? U G l V iUs
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20/20: Uncovering 20 Solutions 

to 20 Technology Issues 
Through an Innovative Online 

Learning Community



Technology is changing at a rapid pace 

making learning new skills and keeping 
up with digital natives a formidable task. 
This presentation showcases the most 
effective ways to become a 21st century 
educator/professional.



You want to learn from your 
colleagues?



Create an Online Learning Community



Want to maximize the 
session time for deeper 
participant engagement?



Flip Your Classroom / Meeting



Need to share a large file? 



Use Cloud Based Storage



Need to organize course or
project materials?  



Develop a LMS



Want your presentations to 
come alive with cartoons 

and animations?



Use Kahoot!



Want fun videos to engage 
your participants?  



Explore the YouTube Library



Overwhelmed?



Stick to simple tech tools



Too many missed calls? 





Tired of paper surveys to 
evaluate meetings?



Create an electronic survey! 



Confused about which version 
of a document is the 

latest one? 



Infuse Google Docs into your life



Need to create a presentation 
with a colleague who lives in a 

different area?



Slide into - Google Slides



Too much information to 
present and not enough time?





Want to organize all of your 
favorite websites?



Create Pinterest Boards!



Have a limited travel budget and 
need to meet with colleagues 

around the world?



Engage in Video Conferencing



Want to visualize a 
concept in 3D?



Augmented Reality



Want to engage the digital 
generation?



Integrate Mobile Learning!



Problems scheduling 
appointments?



Use Google forms



Limited Funds for 
Professional 

Development?



Start Tweeting and Pinning 



Too many articles to read and 
too little time?  



Pin Them for later! 



Want to engage yourself and 
your colleagues! 



Create your own Learning Community



Thank you…
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